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Q)maqa mebicai ([o{{ege,
mebical Department Unioersitu of Q)maqa.
The Nineteenth Annual Course of Lectures will begin Oct. 1st, 1899, and continue seven months.
lnstruction will be given in the following branches: Anatomy, Physiology. Chemistry, Histology,
Biology and Embryology, Materia Medica and Therapeutics. Practice, Obstretrics. Surgery. Diseases of
Children, Medical Jurisprudence. Neurology, Ophthalmology and Otology, Laryngology and Hhinology,
Gyna-cology. Dermatology. Vcnere:tl Diseases. Pat hology and Bacteriology.
Laboratory Courses at this College in Urinary Analysis, Chemistry, Histology. Pathtology and Bac·
teriology, and Practical Work in Physical Diagnosis, Surgery, Practical Surgery and Ptactical AnatOmy,
and Demonstrative Obstetrics, are now included in the curriculum
The instruction is given bv scholastic and clinical lectures by recitations, and by practical manipulations by the student. The clinical advantages are in many respects unsurpassed.
Four years' course is now required
For further particulars, address the Secretary,

E. W. CHASE, M.D., Continental Block, OnAHA.

Drugs and fharmaceuticals.
FKESH HEKBS

r,owaru It soumn,M.o.

It is quite a difficult thing to obtain
herbs for me:.lical and culinary purposes
which are of prime quality.
We have
gi,·en this matter special attention and
can offer a line of freshly gathered herbs
which we KNOW arc FRESH.
Boneset
l\Yothcrwort
Catnip
Mullein
Cleavers
Pennyroyal
Chestnut Le;l\·es
Princess Pine
Coltsfoot
Raspberry
Elder Flowers
Hed Clover
Feverfew
RU('
Foxglove
Sage
Gold Thread
Savin
Ilorehound
Scull cap
Hyssop
Spearmint
Hops
Stramonium
Johnswort
Sweet Fern
Life Everlasting
Summer Savory
Life Root
\Vormwood
Liverwort
Tansy
Lobelia Lea,es
Thyme
:\!arjoram
Yarrow

The name given above is that of the
founder of the house of E. R. Squibb &
Sons of Brooklyn This house is noted for
the high standard of excellt-nce and purity
of the prepnrations made by them. \Ve
have jnst received a shipment of about 200
items manufactured by this house and men·
lion below a few of these preparations.
Chloroform for inhnlation
Ether for inhalation
Ergot, fluid extract
Boracic Acid
Ammonia, carbonate
Aconite Fluid Extract
Cannabis Indica Fluid Extract
Gclsemium Fluid Extract.
Hyoscyamus Fluid Extract
Nux Vomica Fluid Extract
Sanguinaria Fluid Extract
\'eratrum·Viride Fluid Extract
Carbolic Acid
Oleate of :\lercury
Oleo·resin :\lale Fero
Chemically Pure Cream of Tartar
Digitalis Tmcture
Strophanthus Tincture
Gelsemium Tincture.
\Ve have mentioned only a few, but
enough to apprise our friends of the pro·
fession of the comprehensive character of
our stock.

Hard Prescriptions.

F6V6r ThBrmomBtBr.
The presence of a temperature higher or
lower than the normal is almost indicative
of disease Tht• Fever Thermometer there·
fore is the one thing needful in every house·
hold We sell a good re liable one for 7;)c.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.

I

Our Prescription Departnwnt is an im·
portant feature of our retail trade, and is
equipped with every .tppliance and chemi·
cal f,-,r the prompt and correct cnmpound·
ing of any prescription.
\Ve care not what physician wrote the
prescription, or where , we can fill it cor·
rectly and without delay.

Sh6rman & MGGonnBII Druo Go.
15 13 Dodge Street ,

OMAHA, NEB.
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THE OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE.
W. F. MILROY, M. D., Editor Faculty Department.

The founders of the Omaha Medical College did not undertake
their enterprise for fun. They saw in Omaha a center of population developing which in their judgment promised to increase to
great proportions. They believed that a community of such magnitude, so remote from other centers, must be looked to as a
metropolis by an immense territory and that this metropolis must
stand not only as a center of commerce, but as an educational
center. Inspired with the enthusiasm that creates cities in the
midst of a wilderness, and stimulated with a professional pride
which could not view with complacency the profession, which
they represented, remaining without name or place among their
compeers, these men undertook the establishment of the Omaha
Medical College.
Like most infants this one, at its birth, was small. The demands upon a medical school of that day were inconsiderable in
comparison with what is expected of one of the present. The
facilities which were offered by this institution would not make a
favorable comparison with a thoroughly modern establishment. It
was, however a beginning.
In the advancement in medical education in the United States
during the last two decades of the 19th century we see one of the
greatest marvels of this marvelous age. Born as this institution
was just prior to the inception of this tremendus rush of progress,
it has not only kept along in the procession, it has been in the van.
Not pausing to particularize, it is sufficient to say, that an examination of a file of the annual announcement s of the Omaha
Medical College affords conclusive evidence that from the organization in r88o of the Nebraska School of Medicine, under which title
the institution made its first appearance, to the present time,
scarcely a year has passed without witnessing an advance of a very
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material character. This growth has included changes in the
buildings, in the equipment and in the teaching force; these
changes being effected in every point at which the managemen t
could see opportunity for improvemen t.
It was the late Samuel Gross, ifl mistake not, of whom a pupil
of the great teacher once remarked: ''Give me a seat on a rail
fence beside him and it is as good a medical college as I want."
While this incident may be inaccurate in detail it expresses a great
truth in reference to medical education, as well as education in
general; viz, that an imposing edifice furnished luxuriantly and
equipped if you please, with the most aproved appliances, does
not in itself constitute the most effective institution of learning.
The world 's greatest Teacher had his school upon the hill-side, in
the street, or where ever he found himself and one more person
thrown together. The market place and the city gates of ancient
Athens were the places of instruction from which shone the illumination of genius, with so brilliant a glow that we are to-day living
in its brightness.
Instances might be multiplied but the matter is trite, and all
concede that the fundament desideratum , in an educational institution, is not buildings but brains; not elegance of appointmen ts but
teachers whose subject inspires them with enthusiasm, who are in
dead earnest in their effort to transmit this enthusiasm to their
pupils; who are broad-minde d thoroughly equipped and · experienced men. In a word a school must be rated primarily by the
character of its faculty.
Granting that this is all true, it is never the less a self evident
fact that an efficient faculty with the best facilities for work at their
command will secure better results than the same faculty can ~ pro
duce with nothing better to offer than a seat upon a rail fence.
That nothing might detract from the full measure of their success,
the college erected, in the midst of the terrible financial• panic from
which we have but just emerged, a building which it was believed
would afford all the room required for many years to come.
Already this has become inadequate to the needs of the institution
and as heretofore, the need having become apparent, is to be
promptly met.
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In this number of the Pulse the enterprising publishers present a half-tone picture of the college building as it will appear
when the addition which is contemplated has been completed.
The plans and specifications for the structure have been made and
these are now in t he hands of contractors who are figuring for the
purpose of submitting bids for its construction. The building will
be ready for occupancy at the opening of the next college year.
Without entering into the matter in detail it may be of interest to refer to a few of the benefits to the college to be derived
from this addition. The new structure will be the same in width
as the present building, making a frontage of one hundred feet on
Pacific street.
It will be one story higher than the present building, an additional story being added to the latter to make the whole uniform. The entire upper story, 100 feet in length, will be occupied by
labratories of histology, pathology and bacteriology. Considering
the light which will be secured, and the arrangement of tables,
lockers, water, gas, etc. , which has been adopted for the conven ient and effective utilization of it, we do not hesitate to say that
these laboratories will be equal and we believe superior to any
similar structures in the West, not excepting Chicago. On the
floor next below will be found the chemical laboratory situated in
t he new building, fully equipped and affording an abundance of
room.
The present microscopic laboratory will be devoted to the subject of biology. By vacating the present chemical laboratory we
secure a delightful library and reading room and in the adjoining
room, now occupied by the museum a convenient and commodious
coat room.
It is said that everything of value in this world has cost somebody all that it is worth. The institution which this journal represents aspires to be one of the best of its kind. As has been
pointed out, it came into being and has had its growth to twentieth
century maturity, by no chance, by no governmental or private
munificience, but at a large cost in earnest thought and honest
toil, of men who have loved and sought to honor their profession .
Nearly all of those who took part in its founding have ceased to
have any connection with it; some of them have completed their
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record on earth and are gone. They all have had faith in the
growth and stability of the institution; believing, as we who remain
in active connection with it today believe, that when none of us
are left the Omaha Medical College by its intrinsic worth will remain, standing for medical education of the highest order, an
honor to every man or woman whose name has ever beeu associated with it. For this the faculty has labored for twenty years
and continues to strive. The college profoundly appreciates its
indebtedness to the alumni and students for their enthusiastic sup·
port and feels assured of their continued co-operation.

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF SOME
CARDIAC DISEASES.
'WILLSON 0. BliiDGES, M. D .

Pain in the precordium is suggestive to the laity of heart
disease, and most frequently gives rise to apprehension and alarm
on this account. Pericarditis, angina pectoris, aortic obstruction
and acute endocarditis are the most common cause of cardiac pain.
Pleurodynia, acute pleurisy, intercostal neuralgia may all produce
pain simulating oue or more of the above. Pericarditic pain is
attended by accelerated heart action, elevation of temperature and
a to and fro friction sound, synchronous with the ventricular systole
and diastole. Angina pectoris occasions precordial pain extending
to the left shoulder and arm, with great distress, a feeling of impending suffocation and a pale countenance. Aortic obstruction
gives rise to pai~ when there is marked dilatation of the ventricles or
on active exercise; the murmur with the systole, at the base ,
conveyed into the vessels of the neck will, in the absence of anemia,
serve to diagnose this lesion. Other valvular lesions may too
occasion pain, and will be differentiated by their murmurs. Acute
endorcarditis develops in the course of rheumatism and some of
the infections diseases, and is characterized by pain frequently,
with increased cardiac action and a soft blowing ventricular murmur. The pain of pleurodynia is increased on pressure, is suspended
by cessation of respiration or compression of the chest, and is
stitch like in character. Acute pleurisy may be confounded with
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pericarditis, and the pain referable to the same location. The
former pain is relieved by cessation of breathing, and the friction
murmur is synchronotts with the respiratory movements. Intercostcal neuralgia follows the course of the nerves around the side,
and is unaffected by breathing.
Affections of the pericardium occasionally simulate those of
the heart itself. Acute pericarditis or acute endocarditi; may develop in the course of many diseases. The fGrmer produces a to
and fro friction sound accompanied by greater pain, and as a rule
followed by effusion, whereas the latter is indicated by a soft blow
ing systolic murmur.
Pericardia! effusion and cardiac dilatation have some physical
signs in common, but the area of dullness in the former has a
greater transverse diameter at the apex line, while the latter corresponds more to the normal shape of the heart; the former too
will have been preceded as a rnle by a history of pericarditis. Extreme degrees of both these conditions may simulate a left pleural
effusion, but this is attended by physical signs referable to the
back of the chest, and if the cavity is not filled, the signs will vary
with the position of the patient.
Hypertrophy of the heart with or without dilatation, arises
not uncommonly from causes outside the heart, the principal of
which are chronic Bright's disease, chronic pulmonary affections
and. arterio sclerosis . The differentiation between any of these
and the valvular lesions which are the common etiological factors,
is important, as prognosis and treatment are largely guided by this
diagnosis. It may be assumed a rule with few exceptions that
hypertrophy dependent upon a valvular lesion will be indicated by the existence of a cardiac murmur, and the absence of
the symptoms or signs of the diseases before mentioned; and that
hypertrophy without a valvular murmur should lead one to examine most thoroughly the condition of the kidneys, the blood
vessels and the lungs. It is to be remembered that a valvular
defect leading to a murmer may result from dilatation following
hypertrophy dependent upon outside causes. In such a case seen
for the first time, it might be impossible to determine the original
cause of the condition. I have several times observed such a murmur develop in the later stages of cirrhotic kidney. Displace-
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ments of the heart apex are occasionally confounded with hypertrophy- for in left side pleural effusion, the apex is moved to the
right and downwards, giving rise to epigastric pulsation, such as
is seen in right ventricular enlargement. The physical signs of
effusion with a dull area of percussion continuous with that of the
heart will serve to differentiate. A right sided effusion displaces the
apex upwards and to the left, but hypertrophy of the left ventricle
moves the apex downward and to the left. It is important to know
when dilatation is associated with hypertrophy, whether due to temporary or permanent failure of compensation. Simple hypertrophy
gives rise to increased area of cardiac dul!ness with displacement
of the apex as dilatation, but in the former, there is a heaving im·
pulse with increased intensity of the systolic sound, and a strong
pulse; while with dilatation the cardiac impulse is diffused and not
clearly defined; the cardiac sounds are enfeebled especially the
first, and the pulse is feeble, frequent and often irregular. Dilatation might be mistaken for fatty heart, but the latter is unattended
by the same increased area of percussion dullness, and displacement
of the apex.
The diagnosis of valvular lesions of the heart, and their differentiation by ausculating abnormal murmurs to which they give rise,
is exceedingiy interesting and important. The practitioner is generally too well satisfied with simply the knowledge of the existence
of an abnormal sound, upon which he can diagnosticate heart
disease. The location of the lesion, its physical effects upon the
plumonic and systemic circulation, and a due appreciation of the
cavity primarily involved with the leison, should invariably be
known to promptly render a prognosis, and carry out intelligent treatment. All cardiac murmurs are not necessarily indicative of valvular
disease, nor is the absence of a murmur proof that such does not
exist. Anemia frequently gives rise to a heart murmur which
may simulate that of aortic obstruction: I have seen this mistake
made a number of times where the patient had been very m uch
worried by a diagnosis of valvular disease. In chlorosis one of the
loudest murmurs is heard. These murmurs are bernie in origin,
are heard loudest near the base and propagated into the vessels of
the neck . They may be differen tiated from valvular murmurs by
their soft blowing quality, the absence of cardiac hypertrophy and
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the presence of the symptoms of anemia. They will usually disappear rapidly under the administration of iron. Examinations
of the heart for valvular defects should be made in the recumbent
as well as the erect position. I have detected a murmur indicative
of mitral regurgitation, with hypertrophy, with the patient on the
back which could not be heard in the sitting posture.
In order to differentiate heart murmurs, the seat of their
greatest intensity, and the period of their occurrence in the cardiac
cycle must be ascertained. The systolic murmurs, or those heard
during the occurreuce of the first sound of the heart are on the left
side, that with which we have mostly to deal- mitral regurgitation and aortic obstruction. The former has its seat of greatest intensity in the apex area, and if conducted, is beard in the axilla
and under the scapula, while the aortic murmur is heard loudest
over the base and is conducted into the vessels of the neck. The
diastolic murmurs or those occurring during the production of the
second sound, of the heart and following, are aortic regurgitation
and mitral obstruction- while both are truly diastolic, they differ
in their time of commencing and ending. The aortic murmur occurs during or immediately following the second sound, ending an
appreciable time before the first sound, is heard loudest at the base
and conducted toward the apex; while the murmur of mitral
stenosis is heard only during the latter part of the diastole continuing up to and ending with the commencement of the systole,
and is confined to the apex area without transmission. The latter
is accompanied by the purring thrill which is felt by the hand over
the apex. ij : In several cases of mitral obstruction under my observation the murmur was heard two inches below the cardiac area.
Tricnspid regurgitation is a resultant of hypertrophy and dilatation
of the •right ventricle following disease of the left side of the heart.
It might~be confounded with mitral regnrgitation, with which it is
not uncommonly associated. Its chief diagnostic signs are diffusion. of the:. murmur over the sternum and its conduction into the
veins~of the~ neck, giving rise to the jugular pulsation. Occasionally the~action of the heart is so frequent, that it is difficult to fix
the time of the occurrence of a murmur with reference to the cardiac sounds; • then the special diagnostic signs of certain of the
murmurs will aid materially, such as the water-hammer pulse of
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aortic regurgitat ion, the purring thrill of mitral obstructio n, the
murmur heard in the carotids in aortic obstructio n, the murmer
conveyed under the angle of the scapula in mitral regurgitat ion
and the venous pulsation of tricuspid regurgitat ion.
Rest and a few full doses of digitalis with opium will reduce
the frequency of the heart beats so that a clearer conception of the
cardiac cycle will help out. Combinat ion murmurs are not infrequent, the most difficult to determine being mitral stenosis and
regurgitat ion, which frequently results from the button-ho le like
opening at the mitral orifice. In these cases there will be a single
murmur commenci ng in the latter part of the diastole and continuing through systole, a proof of which will be manifest to the ear by
the persistenc e of the murmur to the apex impulse against the
chest wall. A double murmur at the base, one in systole propagated upwards, and one in diastole propagate d downward s, may
mean either obstructio n or regurgitat ion at the aortic orifice or
anemia and regurgitat ion only. In the latter case symptoms of
anemia will be present and the systolic murmur will disappear
under the use of iron.
Mitral stenosis and mitral regurgitat ion produce their first
physical effect upon the left auricle, resulting in dilatation of this
cavity with pulmonar y engorgem ent and hypertrop hy of the right
ventricle. The first symptoms taen of temporary or permanen t
failure of compensa tion, will be refearab!e to the pulmonary circulation, and consist of dyspnoea, cough with possibly bloody expectorations, and edema of the lungs. In aortic obstructio n a nd
aortic regurgitat ion the first symptoms of failure of compensation will be referable to the systemic circulation and will consist
of faintness, and paleness of the skin and mucus membrane s from
diminishe d supply of blood in the peripheral circulation . It is to
be remember ed that in aortic regurgitat ion, the left ventricle
undergoes enormous hypertrop hy and dilatation, giving rise to
what is called the bovine heart on account of its size, and that in
these cases sudden death is more apt to occur from overdisten sion ,
than from any other of the valvular lesions.
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A LAYMAN ON THE RIGHT TRAIL.
Some time ago the Editor received from a friend a letter, a
part of which we cannot refrain from publishing. The cause of a
large share of humanity's ills is certainly described in a decidedly
picturesque style.
"It would be a pertiuent question, my friend, to inquire, how's
your pulse? but somehow I prefer that old phrase-how's your
bowels? It seems to me, to touch better, the vital question.
From what I can learn of the ills of society, these organs of transportation are responsible for much more than their share. If some
son of Esculapius will change his vocation lon g enough to steer
old Colon and the rest of that ancient fleet into port strictly on
scheduled time he will relieve his profession of half its labor and
prove a greater benefactor to mankind than any old worthy of
whom I can think. Where hundreds have fallen by war ten
thousands have been despoiled and slain by this odd aggregation
of convoluted and misshapen vessels-this invincible armada, so to
speak, against which all fusilades of medicine have so far fallen
h armless. I think the old craft is out of date, and not adequate
for carrying on the vast trade of modern civilization. In my opinion it needs a thoroug h overhauling-some of the abrupt turns,
connections, and tortuous passage ways to be relieved of their intricate windmgs and reconstructed somewhat on the principle of
straight line. Better provision might also be made for flooding
the decks-but I must not suggest further. I have already expanded beyond first thought.' '

The Editors of Tlze Pulse:
GENTLEMEN:-From the answers given by the Seniors in the
examination on ophthalmology, it is evident that I failed to impress upon them one or two points with regard to the treatment of
trachoma and corneal ulcers; and if you will give me a little space,
I will explain them for the benefit of the recent graduates and their
future patients.
The first was, that in the treatment of trachoma the application
should, as a rule, be made every day until the disease is well along
toward a cnre, and when the applications must be continued long,
the best thing to use is the sulphate of copper crystal.
The other point is that in treating corneal ulcers the collyrium
to be used every two botus is not the zinc chloride collyrium,
which nearly all of the men recommended, but a saturated solution
of boracic acid without the zinc. The zinc chloride is used more
particularly in acute catarrhal conjunctivitis.
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Etltered at Omaha Post Office as Second Clau Matter.

Editerial,
We are pleased to announce to our readers and patrons that
Mr. A . B. Lindquest 6f the Senior class and Mr. H. A. Reichenbach of the Junior class will after this issue succeed us as editors and
managers of THE PuLSE. It is with a high degree of satisfaction
that we .are enabled to endorse the names of these men. Both have
had experience in jonrnalism elsewhere and we feel assured that
they are fully competent to maintain the standard of THE P uLSE
and make such improvements as are from time to time indicated
fo r a progressive paper. We wish to say to the facnlty, alumni,
stndents and advertisers that we are duely grateful for the liberal
patronage accorded us in the past and name our successors as
worthy of its continuance; especially we wish to urge the necessity
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of a liberal financial support from the under graduates and members of the alumni. Every alumnus of the Omaha Medical College
should subscribe for THE PuLSE and do all in his power toward
its advancemen t. They should send in communicat ions and accounts of interesting cases, inform the editors of any honors gained
through their endeavors, also let them know of the changes in address, marriages, births, deaths, etc. In this way if every one
tries to let nothing pass him we will soon have a paper that will
not only be extremely interesting, but will be a source ofvaluable
information to all concerned.

***

With this issue of THE PULSE our connection with it as
editors and managers comes to an end. We have finished our
course at the 0. M. C. and with our classmates are now students
in the broader field of professional life. In turning over to our
successors the work incident to the publication and managemen t of
THE PULSE, we are conscious of feelings of both regret and
pleasure. The success of THE PULSE bas been a source of
great satisfaction to us. It bas made itself a college necessity, and
today after nearly two years of existence, we feel assured that we
leave to our alma mater a college Journal, that is no longer an
experiment but is as much a part of the college life as is the student body itself. To our Editorial staff we owe a debt of gratitude,
for the endeavors they have put for th at all times. Each has given
to his department the closest attention, and to this fact more than
any other, we believe is due the success of our paper. We heartily
thank them, as we do also the Faculty and Trustees whose support we have had at all times. To fa~ulty, alumni and students
we leave the future destiny of THE PuLSE. We tmst that it shall
grow in strength and usefulness until it shall become a recog nized
power in the field of college journalism.

*"' *

Now that we are about to have a new building THE PULSE
wishes to suggest that a room be set aside that may be u sed
as an office for those associated with this paper. So far, owing
to the lack of room in the college the editors have been very
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much unsettled, and since the reading room, formerly THE PULSE
office, has been established they have had no place to regulate
their affairs etc., except any old place. This may seem to those
who do not understand the amount of work required in connection
with a paper of this kiud an unnecessary waste of space, but allow
us to insist that it is a chief factor in the success of t he paper and
that THE PuLSE must have a home office.

** *

As the Editors were fortunate enough to be members of the
class of '99, and as we do not wish to be placed in the position of
throwing bouquets at ourselves, we give on another page an account of the commencement and banquet, as it appeared in the
Omaha Bee of April 2 r.

* **

As the last of the series of half-tones this year we present the
photo of Dr. Milroy who bas had charge of The Faculty Department during the year. We assure you that the doctors department this month contains information of more than usual interest.
"Clinical and Patholigical Notes on Sympathetic Ophthalmia"
is the title of a paper to be read by Dr. H. Gifford at the meeting
of the American Medical Association at Columbus. Dr. Harry
McClanahan is also on the program with a paper on "Constipation
in Infants."

To Tlu Editor of the Pulse:
From an editorial paragraph in the last issue of THE PULSE I
judge that my article on the diphtheria bacillus may convey a
wrong impression. I should be sorry to have it thought, that I
believe that the possession of a microscope and the ability to use
it does not give any physician a decided advantage over a competitor not thus equipped. Nor did I mean to convey the idea that a
bacteriological diagnosis is not greatly to be desired. My point
was that, that, at present, the uncertainties attending the identification of the bacillus are such that it is a waste of time for the
great majority of practitioners to attempt it , either with the microscope or the culture-tube.
H . GIFFORD.

•
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OMAH A MEDICAL COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT.
Close of the Year Sees a Ba1wr's Dozen of Doctors Sent Out
Into the World-Banquet an1l Diplomas.

The laity may augur ill for themselves from the fact, but the
thirteen newly-fledged medical practitioners upon whom the Omaha
Medical College last night conferred the degree of ''doctor of
medicine" hardly considered themselves unlucky . Neither did the
undergraduates, who wished themselves in the places of the thirteen, or the alumni, who regretted that they could not again taste
the pleasure of hearing themselves addressed rightfully and properly as "Dr." As a consequence, the r eputed unlucky symbol
absolutel y failed to cast any shadow over the enjoyment of the hun dred and more physicians or physicians-to-be who attended the
grad ua ting exercises of the class of '99 of the Omaha Medical
College at the Iler Grand Hotel.
The exercises themselves were not calculated to depress the
spirits of those present. Instead of being conducted upon the old
formal lines, they were spiced with wine and music , viands and
toastmaking. In fact, the affair was a very pleasant and agr eeable
meeting about the banqueting board- g r aduates, students and
alumni toget her- and the new " doctors" were shoved out into the
world to scramble for their bread and butter with full stomachs and
kind ly words of encouragement that came from the heart.
At the conclusion of the several courses of t he men u the g raduates were lined up before the head of the table where the officers
of the faculty of the college sat. Dr. A . F. J on as, the dean, pleasantly opened the exercises proper, and then Dr. J . E. Summers,
J r., president of the Board of Trustees, presented each of the g radua tes with his diploma and congratulated them on the successful
conclusion of their course of study. The young men who became
physicians were:
John G. W. Westerhoff, Alexandria, Neb.; Elmer J. Updegraff, Omaha; George L. Strader, Tamara , Neb.; Arthur C . Stokes,
Omaha; Alfred 0. Peterson, Omaha; J ohn J . Kelly, Omaha;
Charles S. J ames, Nebraska City; Harry S . Finney, Water loo;
Harry E. Burdick, Storm L ake, I a.; J ohn R . Beaty, Omaha; Neal
vV. Spencer, Walnut, Ia. ; Harry Bauguess, Omaha.
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Dean Jonas again took the class in hand and announced that
Harry E. Burdick had secured the highest average in his work
and to him, therefore, was awarded a prize of a surgical instrument
case. Dr. Alfred 0. Peterson and Dr. Harry S. Finney secured
first and second honorable mention, respectively.
When the exercises were concluded Judge W. W. Keysor assumed charge of the remainder of the evening 's program, as toastmaster. After a few introductory remarks he called upon Chancellor David R. Kerr of the University of Omaha to respond to the
first toast, "The University." He dwelt upon the efforts that the
officers of the University are making to give the students in all the
departments scholarship of the broadest and m0st thorough kind.
He insisted that the saying that' 'knowledge is power" is no longer
true; that it must be amended to "Knowledge, together with the
s trongest and noblest character, is power." This was the guiding
principle ofthe University and the speaker pointed out to the gradu ates that it must be their motto if they wished to make the success
they hoped for.
The other toasts of the evening were: "The class of 1899,"
Dr. John J. Kelly; "The Alumni," Dr. Mary L. Tinley; "The
Faculty," Dr. W. R. Lavender; "Medicine and Law," W . F.
Gurley.
Before the banquet an infomal reception was held in the
parlors of the hotel. The attendance at both affairs numbered over
100, among those present were a half dozen women undergraduate s
or alumni of the college.-Oma ha Bee.

Clil)ical Oepartmel)L
J. F. KELLY, 99, Editor.

A YEAR I N CLINICS AT THE 0. M. C.
To exceptionally few practicing physicians and surgeons is
given the opportunity to see as much clinical material in seven
months time as is given the 0 . M. C. seniors, though we must
confess that the truth of this statement lies in the word ''opportunity," rather than in the actual seeing or understanding , as will
appear from the following brief resume .

I
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Dr. Jonas's clinics at the college 1-2 P. M, Mondays. In these
clinics Dr. Jon as has illustrated the leading points in his special
branch, which involves both the . principles and practice of bone
surgery. Thus, for example, he early brought before us a young
girl with a deprsssion on the dorsum of the ulna where the skin or
cicatrix was adherent to the bone. Above, beneath the elbow
joint was an irregular ulcer of chronic history, originating from
bone lesion, trauma,-a plain case of osteomyelitis, with lingering constitutional disturbance. To illustrate the difference between this and periostitis, he brought in about Christmas time a
clear case of the latter, involving the lower end of the femur, uniform in outline, acute in history and with littie constitutional dis turbance. Dr. Jonas has performed operations before the class 1or
both of these affections, particularly the former-quite repeatedly .
In the line of spinal curvatures, pseudo and fixed kyphosis, lordosis and scoliosis, backwards, forwards, lateral, rotary and complicated. Dr. Jonas has found plenty material for illustration. When
the student has been unable to make complete diagnosis the
doctor has been obliged to pick the patient up by the head, thu.s
allowing the curve to straighten out. When the curve was fixed
the distinction would be clearly made between the single, mechanical , one-sided, compression of cartilage and bone and those affections primarily involving the bone itself. Different varieties of
club foot, bone tumors , i njuries of bone, gran ulating wounds, involving bone, etc., have also been brought before the class in this
clinic, but the greater part of the hour would be given to quizzing
and lecture, the clinical work being reserved for the hospitals.
Dr. Owen, having but one hour per week for lectures and
c:inics on the nost! and throat, has been limited to such work before the class as removing hypertrophies, adenoids, tonsils and
spurs. He has shown us syphilitic ulcers in the fauces and cases
of tonsilitis. Dr. Hoffman has been limited as Dr. Owen, but
has shown us very fine cases of eczema and psoriasis. D r. McClanahan's cases, being young children, cannot get over to the
college when very sick, so he has been limited to cases of grippe,
a cute colds, bronchitis, measles, skin diseases, adenoid vegetations,
tonsilitis, tuberculosis, hereditary syphilis, intestinal disturbances
a!ld vacciniae. One very interesting case on his hands for nearly a
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year was a 2-year-old ehild with facial paralysis, following catarrhal
pneumonia and congestion of the liver. Under Dr. McClanahan's
treatment the paralysis has disappeared, the child first regaining
use of the muscles of the face, next the lids and finally the eye
balls- just the inverse order in which it developed. An interesting case of cerebro-spinal meningitis at the Clarkson Hospital was
shown the class by Dr. McClanahan recently, in which the irregularity of temperature, dry tongue, delirium , opistbotonous and
sluggish capillary circulation, were very prominent symptoms .
Dr. Allison's clinics, 2-3 P.M. Tuesdays, have been supplied
the past year on a special line of ulcers over tibia, tbe importance of
which Dr. Allison duly appreciates, and bas shown the student
bow to make his bread and butter. Varicose veins have been
often associated with these and some of the ulcers have been specific. Stricture of the urethra and method of treatment for chronic
urethritis has been well illustrated. Syphilitics have frequen tly
come before the class in these clinics. Hernia and truss fitting
has been demonstrated before the class on living subjects. A complete course in genito-urinary, perineal and rectal surgery , has been
given in lecture during these hours and well illustrated .
Wednesday morning the class would go to the M. E. Hospital
and watch Dr. Jonas operate from 8:30 to I r:3o and 12M. There is
scarcely a thing in surgery left to demonstrate after this wholesale
slaughter of tumors, epetbeliomata, sarcomata, fibromata , chondromata, osteomata and all kinds of cysts. He bas been stretching
nerves, chiseling, hammering, spooning, sawing and wiring bones,
curetting mucous membranes, stripping spinal vertebrae, cutting
a way cicatrices, sewing, skin-grafting, repairing perineal tears,
cervical lac'erations, doing hysterectomies, operating for appendicitis, draining all manner of abcesses, attacking all the elective
points and areas of inflammation, cutting into joints and aspirating,
taking out loose bodies in joints, loose cartilages in the scrotum
and loose stones in the bladder or bladders, and takin g them out
when not loose, doing tenotomy, straightening club feet, and
Dupytren's contraction of thumb and fingers. The editor of this
department came in late one morning and found the whole side of
a man's face and neck missing, lacerated, jaw gone and only the
tongue left for a landmark. In a very few minutes everything was
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restored and then this man looked comparatively decent. At
another time it appeared that a young lad was to be completely
lacerated from head to foot for his multiple osteomyelitis, but he
was put up again in good shape,-better than ever.
At from 2 to 3:30 P. M. Dr. Gifford has shown the class from
8 to r2 eye cases every Wednesday and operated 011 several of
them. These have included inflammatory affections of the con··
junctiva, sclerotic coat, cornea, lachrymal glands and ducts, whole
uveal tract, iris, ciliary body and choroid, the retina, optic nerve,
lens and humors of anterior, middle and posterior chambers; all
manner of deformities of congenital deficiencies, and traumas from
simple g un-powder peppering to rifle bullets or projectiles. Nothing has been left untouched and to read a standard work on the eye
after such a course is an easy thing to do. On Thursday 3-4
P. M., Dr. Gifford has supplemented his hospital work and lectures
with both eye and ear clinics, teaching the stndent the nse of instruments and methods for diagnosis and treatment. Nearly
every member of the class has thns examined the oculus propfundns,
made ont the optic nerve and retinal vessels and diagnosed infl.ammatory and atrophic conditions therein.
Thnrsdays, Dr. Gibbs has a happy faculty of getting t he students inlerested in the patient, which is very much appreciated in
clinical work. These cases have been the dyspeptic, constipated,
billions, malarious, "grippy ," consnmpti ve , diabetic, nephriticthose snffering from nervous, pulmonic, cardiac, i ntestinal and
men tal disturbances. Dr. Gibbs keeps a record of every case that
comes into his clinic, which, if every clinician wonld do, and do ir
systematically, scientifically, thoroughly, it would contribute an immense fund of reliable , scientific data to the profession and to thb
department of THE PuLSE. Only about one half the data is discoverable in the records on the strychnia treatment of a quite important case of tuberculosis, and that with such important omissions of dates and doses, and prescriptions , as to be unintelligible.
But it must be said that this treatment has been qui te successful
in the hands of both Dr. Gibbs and Dr. Milroy.
On Fridays, Dr. Milroy's clinics are the same as Dr. Gibbspertaining to general practice.
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Dr. Aikin has supplied Dr. Milroy's clinic a few times with a
neurolog ical clinic, and since the first of February has been conducting r egular neurolog ical clinic's on Wednesd ay, r - 2 p. m.
The class of '99 owes him much for inviting them out to a special
case of cerebral hemorrh age, and for his post mortem on the same,
showing up the capillary or miliary aneurysm s in the cortex.
On Friday morning s the class was generally called to surg ical
clinics at the Clarkson , M. E. and Presbyte rian hospitals . Dr. Allison
has had difficulty in finding odd hours for the class in which to
demonst rate the more importan t things in abdomin al, perineal and
rectal surgery; yet we have seen him remove several peritone al cys ts ,
both of the tubercul ar and the non-infe cted variety. We have
watched him operate in all the major areas of inflamm ation, do
curettem ents, perineal repairs, amputat e an elongate d cervix, clean
out perineal abcesses , and fistulae, remove piles, reduce hernias,
varicocel es and take out a hydrocel e. His removal of a large system of varicose superfici al veins beginnin g iu the foot and leg
and extendin g far up the thigh, deserves mention also in this connection.
Saturday s are the great days for clinics. All the hospitals of
the city have been visited on these days-St . Joseph's included .
The regular work is conducte d at the County and Immanu el hospitals. At the County, surgical patholog y has received forcible
illustrati on. Syphilis has been a specialty there, its complica tions and
sequellae being carried out on an extended scale :- apoplexy , insanity, arteriosc lerosis, hemorrh age, nephritis , stricture s of urethra,
bowels and of the very stomach it~elf; prolapse of the bowels,
prolapse of the entire abdomin al viscera, (present ing simultan eously at both anal and vaginal oriffi.ces in diamater s greater tha n a
foetal head!) ulcers, abcesses , fistulae, chancres and chancroi ds, etc.,
etc. Angioma ta, fibrous and cystic tumors have been removed before the students by Drs. Jonas and Summer s. Vesicoce le and
rectocele have been treated by Tait's operation by Dr. Summer s.
Bassini's opration has been performe d before the students once
here, twice at the Presbyte rian, twice at the Clarkson and three
times at the Immanu el. Fracture s of various kinds have been
shown the students here and at Clarkson by Dr. Summer s. Patients frequent ly come to the County infected with granulat ing
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wounds following amputations and traumas. The medical clinics
here conducted by Drs. Bridges and Milroy give us everything
acute and chronic, particularly the latter, in the line of general
medici'ne.
At the Immanuel Dr. Davis has operated before the class for
hernias, joint affections, torn perineum, (Emmet's) piles, appendicitis (two), two amputations of thigh, and on Thursday, the day of
commencement, the 21st, he demonstrated the use of the Devil bus
trephine and craniotome on a case in his charge at the Immanuel.
The gynaecological clinics at the college under Dr. Brown
have specially illustrated mal-positions of the uterus, in nearly
every case connected with a laceration. Drs. Brown, Davis and
Allison have each demonstrated very clearly the involvement of
the levator ani muscle in these tears, and the advantages of
the Emmet opperation for restoring the muscle. Various inflammatory affections, simple and specific, enlargements of the
uterus and ovaries, tumors, cysts fibromota etc., have also been
demonstrated in this clinic .
The obstetrical clinics have been conducted by the mem bers
of the senior class, -two at a time. Eighty six cases have been
waited upon thus, about 7 for each member, leaving out Dr.
Spencer who received sufficient experience in that line under a Des
Moines doctor. This is certainly an exceptional record as most colleges can afford their students so little experience in this line some
must go out into practice without having seen a case.

OR. GEO . H. BICKNELL, 'il5.

Dr. H. E. Burdick, the editor of senior notes, ~on first place
tn the final examinations this year. After visiting friends and
relatives in Storm Lake, Iowa, he begins a two years term as interne and House Surgeon in the \Vyoming General Hospital at
Rock Springs, Wyo. This Hospital is under the supervision
of the able surgeon, Dr. Harvey Reed, and affords a large amount
of valuable experience to those fortunate enough to secure interne-
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ships therein . Dr. Burdick's great modesty perhaps prevented the
mention of these facts in his departmen t and we take great pleas.
ure in doing it for him.
as at
n
Associatio
Alumni
It is evident that the 0. M. C.
in.
set
not
has
mortis
present organized is moribund if indeed rigor
feel
we
t
This being our last appearanc e as Editor of this departmen
privileged to rise for a brief period from the safety valve of our indignation upon which we have for some time past been sitting.
This year the Associatio n held no meeting for the purpose of initiating the g r aduates of '99 and in fact only one officer of the
Associatio n was present at th e Banquet and Commenc ement exercises. Nex t year we should reorganize upon a new and entirely
different basis ; t here are now over twenty graduates of the Omaha
Medical College practicing medicine in Omaha and it should be an
easy matter to form an associatio n which would be permanen t.
The editor of this departmen t has made earnest effort each
month to obtain items of interest rega rding the Alumni, their
whereabo uts and doings, and in his endeavors he has had the constant support of the faculty and the Editor in Chief. Consideri ng
the above facts many are probably mildy astonished to see so little
in these columns in regard to their old friends and classmate s.
The difficulty experienc ed in eliciting replies from those who
should assist in making THE PuLSE of s pecial interes t to Alumni
is well illustrated by the following . Sometime ago the Editor
conceived the idea of writing to each member of the class of '98
asking him to write us a few lines for publicatio n, giving his address and anything concernin g his work and prospects which he
might deem proper to send. Three men only, in a class of twentyeight responded to the personal letters sent them containing this
urgent request. Below will be found the letters of the faitllful
three.
'WYOMING ,

Dear Pulse:

IowA, April 5, 1899.

R eplying to yours of March 28th will say I am located in
\Vyoming , Jones Co., Iowa, a wide-awak e town having a popul ation of a little over rooo. I located here the first of last December .
There are counting myself three physicians here but there is a good
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territory surrounding the town and I am getting my share of business. As I am some distance from any of the 0. M. C. graduates,
THE PULSE is a very welcome visitor. Long may it and the 0.
Yours Very Respectfully ,
M. C. prosper.
R. E. WRIGHT, M.D., Class of 'g8.

NEW YORK, April 5. 1899.

To the Editors of the Pulse:
My Dear Doctor:-! greatly appreciate the opportunity you
so kindly offer to greet the class of 'g8. If was my good luck to
choose the 0. M. C. as my Alma Mater and I think my good fortune has not deserted me in my present appointmen t. My work
is confined entirely to the eye. The clinic here is very rich, annually zsooo cases. My term is 18 months commencing J anuary
1899. There are five doctors on the house staff. My heartiest
greeting to the 0. M. C. which shall ever lay claim to my love and
Very sincerely,
loyalty.
H. B. LEMERE.

SARGENT, NEB., April 3, 1899.

Ed. Pulre, 0. M. C.
My Dear Pulse:- Per request will say that my experience so
far in the practice of medicine, has been very satisfactory to my
self if not to my patients. But must say that I still have a few
thing·s to learn, relative to practice. I have discovered the fact,
that all cases we come in contact with are not as typical as the Text
Books describe, and one must be able to grasp the situation and use
his best judgment, if he would be successful. Recently I have
changed my location, not because the other fellow ran me out, but
because I thought to better my condition. Have not yet taken a
partner as my friend Murdock did, but am meditating about incompatibles . Trusting the 0. M. C. boys will still keep THE
R. B. MULLINS.
P ULSE beating, I am yours per order.

SENIOR NOTES.
H. E. BURDICK, '99, Editor.

Stokes will enter the Methodist Hospital as interne, on May r.
Updegraff will remain in the city for the present and will act
as assistant to Dr.Brown in the gynrecological clinics at the college.
Beatty contemplates locating in Omaha and will no doubt
be very successful in building up a large practice in the near ·
future .
Mercer intends to remain in Omaha for the present and will
act as assistant in the medical clinic at the college during the
summer.
Westerhoff will locate at Fairbury, Neb. He started for his
home on Tuesday, where he will visit for a few days before begining his practice.
Spencer and wife moved to Des Moines, Iowa, recently where
he will enter upon the practice of his profession. We wish him
success in his work.
Peterson has secured the interne-ship at the Swedish Immanuel Hospital for the eoming year and entered .upon his duties
at that institution recently.
Kelly intends doing some hospital work for a time, after which
he will enter upon the work of a medical missionary for which he
has been preparing himself.
Bauguess started for Hardy, Neb., on Monday, April 24,
where he has secured an excellent position as assistant to one of
the physicians of that place.
Strader will take a well earned vacation and visit relatives and
friends in Nebraska and Illinois, after which he will enter upon
his work as assistant to Dr. Gifford.
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James is visiting his parents and relatives at Nebraska City at
the present time. He contemplates taking a course a t the college
of Physicians and Surgeons of New York City dtuing the coming year.
Finney departed for Saratoga, Wyoming, on April 22. He
practiced at that place last summer and has the advantage of an
extensive acquaintance with the country and people and his succes is assured·.
The senior class men are rejoicing over the fact that no member of the class was "plucked,'' and are now busily engaged in examining the maps for suitable locations. Some have already decided upon their future homes.
Examinations are now over and the session is ended. While
some of the examinations were not easy, yet it is the unanimous
opinion of the class that it was a fair test of the year's work and
there is general satisfaction over the result.
It is with a feeling of mingled pleasure and regret that we slip

out of college and turn over the privileges due a senior to our
junior friends. P leased that we have successfully completed our
course, and regret, that we are to seperate from our classmates
and friends with whom we have been associated during the past
few years. This feeling of regret is greatly modified however by
the thought that we may be in constant communication with each
other, if we so choose, either by personal letter or through the
columns of THE PuLSE.
The senior class was royally entertained by Dr. and Mrs.
Allison, on \Vednesday evening of last week. During the course
of the evening's entertainment, the skill of the members of the class
in parlor archery, was put to the test and a lively contest ensued,
for the winner was to receive a handsome clinical thermometer
and case. After a close and exciting contest, Kelly was declared
the winner and received the prize. Refreshments were then
.. served and the evening 's entertainment brought to a close. It is
the unanimous opinion of the class that the Dr. and Mrs. Allison
are without a peer as entertainers.
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The evening of April 18, witnessed the most successfnl banquet and social entertainment ever given to a graduating class by
t he undergraduates of tbe 0. M. C. The departure from the old
time custom of giving a reception was a great improvement and
the graduates greatly appreciated the effort put forth in their behalf.
The students gathered at theY. M. C. A . Building promptly
at 8 o'clock and were soon followed by the faculty, who brought
the welcome news that all members of the g raduating class had
succeeded in standing the test, thus puttin g every one in the
best possible humor to enjoy the pleasures of the evening.
The company then assembled at the banquet board and fo r
two hours feasted on the bounty of the land, while sweet music
was dispersed by the orches tra and mirth, jest and pleasure reigned
supreme. Toasts were then in order and the undergraduates were
fortuna te indeed in securing as toast master, Dr. Bridges, whose
wit and satire kept the company in a constant convulsion of
laug hter.
The address of welcome was well delivered by W . H. Betts
'oo and w as responded to by H. S. Finney '99·
Dr. \V. H. Christie then responded to the toast "Success in
Med icine," and gave advice that all would do well to profit.
On "Reckoning Ahead" E. A. Van Fleet 'o2 d id himself
proud and acquitted his class with credit.
The response to "Self R eliance in Medicine" by Dr E. \V .
Chase, was the mirth provoker of the evening, and was in his ow n
characteristic style, so familiar to us all.
In responding to "Our Class " E. L. Rohlf 'oo dissected each
member of his class in so satisfactory a manner as to leave no
r oom for improvement.
The "Relation of Practitioner to Specalist" was responded to
by Dr. H. M. McClanahan and the graduates would do well to
remember and apply the rules laid down and advice g iven by Dr.
McClanahan.
··our Aim'' was ably respond ed to by H. P. Reichenbach 'or.
On "Advantages of Post-Graduate Abroad" Dr. A . F. J onas
spoke extensively and gave the students the ?ene:fits c;>f his observation of schools abroad and at borne and the lllforrnatwn he gave
is of ~reat value to us all , especially to a young physician who intends taking post-graduate work.
''The Medical Student'' was responded to by H. E. Burdick '99.
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JUNIOR NOTES.
Brewster will mix drugs this summer at the college clinic.
Shockey has left the Presbyterian Hospital and gone to Hastings. He will probably be in Omaha later on in the summer.
Overgaard was seen on the county ambulance recently.
says his address will be the county hospital this summer.

He

As a class we take pleasure in extending to the Doctors of '99
our most sincere congratulation s and our best wishes for their future
success.
From the standpoint of the undergraduate the manner of conducting the commencemen t exercises was highly commendable and
we hope to see it followed in the future.
The bachelors of "Dugan's Alley" have disbanded for the
summer. Dietetics seems to be their hobby and we are looking
for something new from them on this subject after the summer's
research.
The victims of tile squibs that have appeared from time to
time in this department, were recently exonorated at the editor's
expense. We intended to do this ourselves but of course in a
different way. Instead of admitting infallibility we would say
something like this; when you are at fault you don't need to go
through a medical library for consolation, but read any of Mark
Twain's s tories . This is what we find: "The old saw says let a
sleepy dog lie." Still when there is much at stake it is wt.ll to let
a newspaper do it.
After three years of waiting and "work while you wait" we
find ourselves entitled to begin the next college session as occupants of the line of seats sometimes referred to as the row for' 'high
fo reheads" or "long faces." Seniors have declared those seats
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abominable, conducive to deformity, blasphemy and other undesirable states of body and mind, but as they graduate and become
successful practitioners before the condition becomes chronic it
seems to be an essential environment. If we inherit the virtuous
half from three, years on the back seats we are willing to risk the
half that environment is said to play in our career on the front
seats.

SOPH OMORE SIFTINGS.
E. H. SMITH, '01, Editor.

S. B. Hall contemplates staying in the city d uring the summer.
Dr. Lavender gave the class several special quizzes during tht
latter part of the term.
Benawa , a member of the class during the session of 1897-8, ''i ·;
on the road" for the Omaha Surgical Supply Co.
\Vainwright and Shook were "ailing" fora few days, but wet e
not kept away from their school work very long.
Emerson was called home on account of the sickness of his
father and could not respond on behalf of the class at the Banq uet
to the Seniors.
Rings left for Chicago after exams. , where he is to further
pursue the studies of a medical course at the P. and S. during the
summer months.
Mr. an d Mrs. Ames, the latter of whom for sometime held the
position of matron of the P resbyterian Hospital, moved to quarters
near the college a short time before the close of the session.
Hackabarney H all held the position of steward of the Boarding Clu b for a while. Consult him on matters pertaining to domestic economy and prices current for'' Mrs. Cudahy 's Butter."
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A petition was circulated among the students which obtained
a number of signatures, requesting the setting apart a room for
atheletic purposes. Some attention paid to athletics might result
in good to the college.
During your practice this summer, don't forget yourself and
think of the dose of atropine sui. as 5-20 gr. or that of Olei
Tiglii as ~ -rz . If you can do no good be sure and do no harm.
Remember Dr. Christie's last lecture and do not give cowhage to
invite, hence the festive parasite "basking in the sunlight of the
Solar Plexus.''
The wor'k of the session of r8g8-9 is over and the students of
the 0. M. C. are scattered over the g reat Middle West. There has
not been much change in the personal of our class since we came
to the college in the fall of 1897 and were "tossed." We are no
longer novices in the college ways. We can mak e a noise and sit
with our feet upon the railing of the "bull pen," (But we are
wise enou gb not to keep them there durin g Dr. Lavender's lectures ) Some are not with us w ho were of our nu mber last year,
and there are others who did not begin when the class of 'or
uttered its first yell. So fa r a s we know, Tinley, who is with
t he 5 rst I owa R egiment in the Phillipines, bas gotte n far therest
from the "lobby." L et us come back next fall with our sleeves
r olled up and let us make our class a " giant cell" among t he
classes of the 0. M. C.

FRESHMAN LOCALS.
J.

A. PETERS, Editor.

Willis expects to spend his vacation in Salt Lake City.
Morsman r ecover d from a second attack of measles in time to
take the final examinations.
McDowell will do hospital work in Gordon , Neb., this yea r.
Cooper expects to be employed similarly in Kankakee, Ill.
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Mantor, Yoder and Rundstrum went home election day to aid
in electing the proper men to office in their Municipal goyernment.
Benson, Chapman, Keys, Van Fleet, Rathburn and James
represented the Freshman class at the Alumni banquet, Thursday
evening.
\Vhile visiting at home the latter part of the term, Keyes en joyed the plea~nrable excitement of a runaway. No injnries to
him!:elf or his-partner is reported.
The friends of D. G. Griffith may address him either at Verdin ,
Peru or Wymore. His home is at Verdin but his heart is at present in Peru, at least that's where he sent that magnificent bouquet
last week.
The Freshmen present at the Junior banqnet, as well as memof other cla'5ses, speak very highly of the oration delivered by Mr .
Van Fleet on that occasion. His subject, "Looking Ahead," was
well chosen and its preparation shows a large amount of careful
stndy .
The record made by the present Freshman class is certainly an
admirable one and one of which the class may well feel proud.
·while the markings of final exflminations have not yet been received, it is safe to predict, judging from past records, that the
entire class will next year, be entitled to the rank of Sophomores.
Cooper, not findi ng sufficient work iu a first year's medical
course to occupy all of his time, has been working as a sidt: issue
the subject of (De) Graff-ting. This, he says, bas afforded him a
g reat deal of enjoyment, as he found it a most delightful study .
He feels c0nfident that he has mastered the subject and says he
hopes later on to take up ''De'' Graff- ting business as his permane•lt occupation.
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Nichols Estevanez, formerly Minister of War of Spain, addresses the people of the United States through an article in the
May number of the North American Review, showing them how
in the administration of their new possessions they can gain wisdom by studying the errors and blunders in the colonizing methods
of Spain.
In view of our recent acquisitions in the colonial line, a paper
by Oscar P. Austin, Chief of the United Sta tes Bureau of Statistics,
iu the May Forum, on "The Colonies of the World and How they
are Governed," is particularly apropos. Mr. Austin describes the
methods of colonial government adopted by the principal colonizing countries of the world, and gives his reason for assuming that
our n ew possessions will prove a good investment commercially .
In the same number, under the title "War's Aftermath, " W . Kinnaird Rose, who was Reuter 's war corres pondent in the late
Soudan campaign, gives some really rema rkable fig ures s howing
how small is the proportion of fa talities in actual battle compared
to the losses by disease resulting from climate, indifferent food,
and exposure.

Sur. HUDODhOS. 60., f6IIOWS
Contains t h e E ssential :Elem e n ts of the animalorganization- Potash &Lime.
The Oxidizing AgentS-Iron and Manganese.
The Ton icS-Quinine and Strychnine;
A nd the Vitalizing Constituent- P hosphorus; the whole combined in the
form of a syrup with a Slightly Alkaline Reaction.
It Differs in its Effects from all Analogous Preparations; and it possesses the important properties of being pleasant to the taste, easily born by the
stomach, and harmless under prolonged use.
It h as Gained a Wide Reputation, particularly in the treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and other affections of the respiratory
orga ns. It has also been employed with much success in va rious nervous and
debilitating diseases.
Its Curative P ower is largely attributable to its stimulant, tonic a nd nutritive
pr operties, by means of which the energy of the system is recruited.
Its Action is Prompt; it stimulates the appetite and the digestion, it promotes
assimilation, and it enters directly into the circulation with the food products.
The prescribed dose produces a feeling of buoyancy, and removes depression and
melancholy, hence the p1·epamtion is of great ~Jalue in the treatment of mental and
ne?'VOtts affections. From the fact, also, that it exerts a double tonic and induces
a healthy flow of the secretions, its use is indicated in a wide range of diseases.

Medical L etters may be addressed to:

MR. FELLOWS. 48 Vesey St., New York.

TRUAX, GREENE & CO.,
Physici ans' aod fiospita l Supplie s.
SU RCICAL INSTRUMEN TS.
STR ICTLY PURE DRUCS ...
j/2J"' Our College Agent, Mr. Geo. L. Strader,
will gladly make prices to graduating students.

75-77 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

NO TUD6Wrlt6r iSB6St.

CD----,

No typewriter is best for all purposes. There are but
a few makes of really high-grade typewriters. There is at
least o1u purpose fo r which each of these is best.
We are the only concern in America handling more
than one variety of high-grade typewriters. Therefore, we
are better equipped for meeting all requirements of the user.
We can honestly and consistently suggest to you the
partt'cular typewriter best adapted to your parlt'cular wants.
The typewriter which was used exclusively by the
Trans-Mississi ppi and International Exposition is one of
the makes we handle.
We are also handlers of the biggest line of Typewriter
Supplies-Pap ers, Ribbons, Oils, Carbon Papers, Mimeographs, and Supplies,-we st of Chicago.
Write or call and see us for particulars, at 1612 Farnam
Street, Omaha, Nebraska.

,
----Q)*fTn6 unit6o iuo6writ6r
ano suooH6s ..Gomoanu. l
Hoo. D.J.Brewer,Justi ceofU.S. Supreme Court.

says : "I commend It to o.U as the one great standard authority."
It excels 1n the case with which tho oyo ftnds the
word sought ; in nccurncy of definition; In otrectlve
metho<ls of Indicating pronunciation ; In terse and
comprehensive statements of fo.cts and in pro.ctical
use as a working dictionary.
Specimen paga, ete., sent on appltcaiiOn.

& C; Merriam Co., Publishers, Springfield, Ma35., U.S. A.

Omaha Sporting Goods Co.
1413 DOUGLAS ST.

Base Ball Goods,
Lawn Tennis,
Croquet, Etc.
Western Depot:
A. 0. SPALDING & BROS.

TELEPHONE 494,
OMAHA, NEB.

Important
to the Doctor I
As much so, as the patient. We would call attention to our Prescri ption work for accuracy, neatness, and reasonable prices.
Our
stock contains Nosophen, Orexin, Unguent Argenti Crede, Creosotal,
I odoform, Ichthalbin, Phospho tal, Orphel, Protargol. ..._"' 1

Positively No Substitution.

J. A. Fuller 0 Co.

Cor. 14th and Douglas Streets,
OMAHA, NED.

Estimates Cbeerruny Furnished

A.' Rosenbery,
Manuracturer and
Dealer In

Doors, Sash
and Blinds,
Stair Raila, Newels, Balusters
Scroll W ork, Etc.
Dealer 1n All Kinds or Lumber.

15th andMarcy Su. OMAHA, NEB.
T ele phone 1)2,

X

The Academic,

Collegiate and Musical

Departments of The University of Omaha.

X

Both Classical and Scientific Courses with
good laboratories and library.

Omaha's ad-

vantages for music, and at less expense.

X

Site noted for its attractiveness and healthfulness.

Modernly equipped dormitories.

Course of the highest standard, and an excellent Faculty.

Consider both the quantity

and quality of advantages offered you.

X

WRITE FOR NEW CAT ALOOUEJUST OUT.

View of West End of the Grand Court, Greater America Exposition,..,,.Omaha, July to November, 1899.

Omaha Dental College
Department orthe University or Omahft,
Cor. 12th and Paelflc St.s.

Regular Winter Lessons
Begin in October and end in April.

Special Spring and Summe r Terms
Begin in April and end in October.
New Buildings and New Equipments .
For Catalogue and Information address

H. 0. HUNT, Dean, or W. H.

SHERR.!D}~N,

Sec'y,

•12 McCague Dulldlog, Omaha.

Electric Lighted
Steam Heated ...
Solid Vestibu led
For the finest and most complete
line of domestic and imported
G R 0 C E R I E S at the most
reasonable prices give us a call-

+

Lang e Grocery Co.
606 South 13th St.

Letter Du~licating Co~
Trpewrltcr Work Imitated Pertoctlr•
TELEPHO NE 353.

Office and Typewriter Supplies. Dealers in
Second-hand Typewriters , Students' Note
Books, Pencils, Etc., and Circular Letters.

Thomas Whitehead,
1116 Farnam St.,

OMAHA, NEB.

Train for Chicago and
the East leaves Union
Depot daily at . . . . .

5.~

p.m .

••• VIA •••

Chic ago,
Milw auke e
8 St. Paul
Unsurpassed Service. Meals
served " a la carte."

City Ticket Office,
1504 Farnam St.

I ·F. A.

NASH,

Gen'l Western Agt.

~
1400
Farnam Street.

J1liF~ll§~ll~ooo
Wlffi ((])~(()) ~ IFCIDfij) lffi ~IF§o

We have recently equipped our Studio with new lighting
facUlties that have no equal !n the c!ty.
~SPECIAL
A'l'TENTION given to Students and Graduates ...•.

Columbias
Stearns -

...All Work Guaranteed ...

$4o.oo. l Ramblers - - 45.00. Gendrons - Other Wheels - - - - - $1s.oo.

For ~1.00 we will get your Wheel and clean it.
Second-hand Sewing Machines for $5. 00 ......... .

Nebraska Cycle Co.,
15th and Harney Sts.
we Sell the Celebrated Davis
sewing Machines. • • • • • •

SAMUEL BURNS'

WOLF· AMERICI\N, the Finest

of them a lt. • • • • • • • • • •

Pioneer

Crockery House.

Pottery and Glass From All Countries.
We nake a Specialty of Family Trade and Can Offer
A Han4some White Mercer China. Dinner Set, ~.75
Handsome Decorated Dinner Sets JI.OO to 16.75
HavUa.nd China B&nd Painted Dinner Set, ... !>210.00
Complete Decor'd ToUet Set, with Jar 12 to 16
Complete Decorated Tolle~ Set, Hand Painted 13.00 to •10.00.

1318 Farnam Street, Omaha, Neb.

-*

-*

THE.

Fremont, Elkhorn &Mo. Valley B. B.
®

Take
BEST Nt\TURI\L St\NITI\RIUM
HOT SPRINGS s D
IN TilE WHOLE COUNTUY
GO TO TUE • • • • • • • •

Whose waters are an absolute
specific for the cure of Rheumatism, Kidney, Stomach and
Nervous Diseases. . . . . . .

'

I

I

J. R. BUCHANAN,
Oeneral P assenger Agent.

Your Money
.. Returned ..
If you are not sall.sftcd
at tho e nd of 30 dare.

TRY IT

IN ANY case of
Acute, Subacute,
Articular, Muscular or Gonorrheal Rheumatism, Arthritis, Synovitis, Periostitis, Ankylosis, Gout, Etc.
...rSe11d for Treatise a11d Com·
pilation of Scientific Articles on
Dry Hot Air. Tbonsanda In use
by the most emlneut pbyaloians
iu the country.

SEND POSTAL TO·DAY•

•••

FRANK S.BETZ &CO.,
78 State Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

A Tension
Indicator
IS JUST
WHAT
THE
WORD

It
indicates
the state
of the tension at a glance.
Its use means time saving
and easier sewing-.
It's our own invention
and is found only on the

WHIT E
Sewing Machine.
We have other striking
improvements that appeal to
the careful buyer. Send for
our elegant H. T. catalog.

WmTE SEWINti MACHINE Co.
Cleveland, Ohio.

New Spring
.... Styles
We are showing all the newest
and best styles of the season in black and all the
correct tan shades, and are
giving the best values to be
found at $3, $3. 50, $4 & $5

T. r. CARTWRifiHT &CO.
SPRING NOVELTIES
IN MEN'S WEAR AT

STEPH ENS & SMITH' S,
OPPOSITE NEW POST OFFICE.

109 North 16th Street.

HAWE S & STETSON HATS.

l.ARCESTANoMosrCoMPLETEBUGGYfACTORY aN EARTH WRITE FOR

PRICES AND

ATALOCUE

OUR GooDS ARE THE BEST~

OUR PRICE THE LOWEST

PARRY MFG.€·1nd•anapohs,,nd.

REMINGTON & KESSLER,
(Successors to

FRANK

J.

RAMGE.)

Ramge Block,
···OMAHA, NEB.

The

EMPIRE ELASTIC
BANDAGE

SpeclllliY adapted for

VARICOSE VEINS
We invite the attention of the Medical and
Surtrical Profession to tbe various merits
combined in our bandages.
1st. Its P r oslty.-Tbe greatest in the
''Empire." U never causes itchin&:, rasll
or ulceration under the bandage.
2d. Its Elastic ity, which will enable
the surgeon or nurse to put it on at any required tension, and which will follow a
swellin(r up or down, as the case may be, a
feature unknown to any other bandage.
3d. Its Absor bant Prope rttes.Greatest ia the "Enrpire."
5th. Its easy application to any part of
the body, not bclufl necessary to fold over,
as it follows itself with equal uniformity
around any part of the abdomen.
5th. Its Self-Holding Qualities.
-No bother with pins, needles and thread,
or string, ao tiresome to surgeons, as simply
tucking the end under the l ast fo ld in•ures
its permanent stay, until Its rernoval for
purpose of cleanliness.
6th. The only banda~re that is Super~~~et~e~n~~ Elastic Stocking for var-

Send

THE

E~IPIRE

$ 1.00

for 3-inches by s - yard bandage on approval.

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER
Is Superior
to all others
for the
following
reasons:

The

EMPIRE
UMBILICAL
TRUSS

18 an Abdominal Supporter wl t h Button
Inserted at the Naval.

1st. It adapts itself
to every movement of
the body, giving
strong and even sup·
port.
2d. It produces
warmth without irri-

(_MPH\_£:
}fBDOMINA~
SUPPO~n

tation or sweating, as
it is perfectly venti·
Ia ted.
3d. In pregnancy.
corpulency, tnmors,or
other cases of en large·
ment of abdomen, it
supports weight of
body from the back·
bone, relieving the
sinews of their overwork.
4th. Its easy appliance (lace and d raw
on over the head or
feet.)
5th. It is cheap,
durable. It can be
washed when soiled,
proper care being
taken to cleanse in
lukewarm water and
dry in shade.
In ordering give
largest measure of
the abdomen.

Prices:
8 inCh wide, • $2 50
11
,, {double l 300
12
'
rubber f 400
Manuraetured by

Is made of the same material and possesses the
same merits aa the Empire E lastic Bandage
and Empire Abdominal Supporters, and Is pronounced by all who have seen It to be the best
tn the world. All of our goods are sent free
by mail, upon receipt of price, and money refunded If not satisfactory.

Prices :
Infant, hard pad $US
Children,"
9.50
Adult,
4.00

Infant, aoft pad eJ..SO
Children,"
3.00
Adult,
5.110

----

AU above Prices are net to Pbysl olana

THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO.

No. -48 Spring Street, LOCKPORT, N. Y., U.S. A.
Please mention this publication when writing.

The Allison Physicians' Table.
1899 MODEL.
Have you seen it? If you want the best, you will have no other. Our latest
production surpasses in beauty, convenience, and practical utility anything of the
kind ever seen.
The unique design, compact and harmonious, adjustable stirrups and leg
crutches, glass.trays in the revolving cabinets, detachable leg rests; the simple,
convenient and ingenious mechanism, r endering it noiseless in its movements and
easy of manipulation, and its immaculate finish are the secrets of its popularity.
The leading physicians use and endorse it. It is used in Post Graduate Schools
of New York and Chicago, a distinction no other table enjoys.
It is poor economy to buy a cheap article. Ours will please you and your patrons and will last for years.

THE ALLISON &HAll! has been a leader for years and is one of
the most convenient and substantial chairs made.
you can not do better than buy the ALL ISON.

If you want a chair

Instrument and Medicine Cabinet.
Our line of instt·ument and medicine Cabinets can not be equalled. Modern ideas
prevail.
0 u r combination cabinet a s
shown, is a marvel. An instrument cabinet aseptic and dust-proof, a medicine cabinet with swinging racks for bottles, a writing desk, drawers for bandages, and a compartment for wash basin unite to form a
handsome and satisfactory piece of furniture.
Our revolving instrument cabinets, thoroughly aseptic and proof against dust and
dampness, are deservedly popular.
Our wall cabinets are in great demand.

W. D. ALLISO N 00.,
MANUFACTURERS,

133 East South Street, IudJanapolis, Ind.

OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA.

Four years graded course comprising all branches of medicine and
surgery. Credentials issued to students by other medical schools in good
standing permit of admission to advanced work. Graduates of universities
and other colleges of equal requirements are credited with one year's work.
Entrance Examination required of those not possessing literary credentials indicating a good English education.
Clinical Instruction In the Out•door Dispensary, the Douglas County, Omaha,
Clarkson, Immanuel, and Presbyterian Hospitals.
DEPARTMEN T OF INTERNAL MEDICINE: Wellington S . G ibbs, M. D., Wilbon 0. Bridges, M.D.,
H . M. McClanahan, M. D., William F. Milroy, M. D.
D EPAltTMKNT OF SURGERY: John E. Summers, Jr., M.D., August F. Jonas, M.D., Chaa. c. Allison,
M.D., B. B. Davis, M. D.LDonald Macrae, M.D.
DEPARTMENT OF MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTics: William H. Chrietie, M. D., Hen r y B .
Wilson, ){. D.
DEPAR'rM&NT OF OnsTBTRics: Edward W . Chase M.D.
DBPARTMENT OF ANATOMY: Donald Macra e, Jr., M.D., A. W. Edmiston, M.D., >V. L. Curtis, M.D.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY: Vernon L. Treynor, M . D.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY: A. C. Stokes, M.S.
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL JuRISPRUDENCE: Judge Wm. Keysor.
DEPARTMENT OP GYNECOLOGY: Ewing Brown M.D.
DEPARTMENT OF DtSEAaEs OF THE EYB AND EAR: Harold Gifford, M.D.
DEPARTMENT OF LARYNCOLOGY AND RHINOLOGY : F. S. Owen, M.D.
DEPARTMENT OF DBICMATOLOGY: 0. S. Hoffman, M.D.
DEPARTMENT OF NERVOUS AND MBNTAL DISEASES! Hamilton B. l;owry, M. D., Richard 0.
M oore, M.D.
DEPAltTNBNT OF PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY : Wm. R. L a vender, M. D.

For particulars and further information apply to
EDWARD W. CHASE, Secretary,
Continental Building, OMAHA,

NEB.

~

Hold Up!$
. . . Don't buy that Vehicle
until you have seen our beau tiful stock- the prettiest and
newest line in the city. We
have sold to many physicians
in the city; ask any of them
about our work . . . . . . . .

DRUMMOND CARRIAGE
COMPANY.
a8th and Harney.

OBSTINATE CASES
CURED BY THE USE OF

Mercer's Pill Vita, Blue.
Tut: Mt:un:n ('ut:MtcAt. t'o., Omaha, ~eb.
1 am very ra ,-orahly hnprt>sM•d with all :your
rormulu•, hut as)wt'l:tlly with Pill \'Ita. I ordert'd lht>m for" Jmth•nt (a ruarr!!;() lady; who
Hf:emP<I d<'vold or a.ny sexual f(l(lJing wlu\teveor,
having no desire for coltuH and only submitting
from a s<•ose or duty. It 1(1\'t's me p leasm·c to
Inform you t hill two llottll'S or your P!ll \'Ita.
hiL\'C mt•tt•rll~lly chaul(ed thi~ •·ondltlou, and
the Jl!LII~nt Is mpldly gn.lnh;p; In sexual power.
Pt·twionM to this trHatmeut. Hhe bttd used almost
o'•ery othot· aphi'OliiHiac In the m11rket with no
CITcl't. l'h•llst' Hl'tHl Ont•·)Ullr do?,en bottles 1\11<1
oblll(e.
s. J. llltllo;•n-;, M. 1>.. H11mllton, Ark.

l:otht•nlwr~t

Xt>h., Oct.

~at h. !~Ill'.

THE Ml;Hct:n Cut:,11CAI. Co .. Ontttha, Nt'h.
Dear Slrs:-~Mr. W-, agt•d :l\1, marrt ..tl tl\'t>r

two year~. Slncelaw!n~t an ~>1tacl< or paralp.ls
Of the left sltle has SlliTt'l't'd t'OillplNe hnpotcnt•e
-1 sa.y compiE>to ttd\'l~t·dly. lls lw hils not tiX
J)t'rienced In all that limo t>vt>n IL pnrtlal et ct•·

.

~~3-Sl~:~~~ ~~~:~'"~,~~~ ~~,.~~~~;: r..::;.~~~~::~~~~·:r~

your Pill \'Ita (11111~) to havt;tlw path•nt r<•port
hhn sPlf entirely cured. nn<l tht> vt•rd!ct ~tnilty
of using Mercer's I'll! \'Ita t Bl twl htts created
happi ness and reuulwd a h11ppy <·ouple.
!te~pectfltlly,

DH. W.l'. SMI'lll, AHs'tSurg. U. P. Ry.

Pill \'ita is one of the most powerful aphrodisiacs known to medicine and we also
recommend it as a vitalizer for the ovaries. thereby producing regular menstruation.
100 mailed to any address on receipt of One Dollar. Dispensing Physicians desiring
to save mony on their purchases of medicine. will obtain valuable information in detail,
FRE~: oF 1\NV c11ARGI!, by sending us their address.

A RAILROAD SURGEON REPORTS.
OFFICII OF

SI' H<Ot;o:<

GEO. A . NAS H . M . D.

<.. t. \\' R. R.
K. C. SL J. ,\: 0. B. R R .

o. '"' sT

r. R. R

M aryville, Mo., Feb. 27, 1895.
T H E M ERCER C H EMICAL CO., Omaha, Neb.
DEAR SIRS: Your Pil l Ancemic ( Pink truly bears the rig ht
n a m e . I have used them fo r a long time in my practice, and
they a lwa ys g ive b e tter success than any othe r pre p aration I
h ave e v e r trie d. I n fact, they fil l a l ong-felt w ant, a n d I unhesitatingl y recom mend t hem to the profession.
Y ou r s t r uly,
CEO . A. N AS H , M . D .
The foregoing expresses the general sentiment of many reliable practltlon e •·s In reference to Pill A n;;emlc ( Pink.)

I ndicated In ancemic, c hl orosis, h ysteria, sciatica, neuralgia,
locomotor ataxia, l eucorrhrea, and general female weaknesses
and nervous disorders.
FORMULA .

~~~~:l~b~~b :::::· :.::: .:::: ·::::::·.:·.::::·:.::· ·:::: : ::. ·.:: ... :~2g;~:
Z i n c Phosphide .....
. ......................... .. .... 1-30 gr.
Arse nou s Acid . . ...... .... .
.. ............. 1-50 gr.
Strvchnlne N itrate...................... .. .. .... .... .1- 100 g r.
Aloin
... .... . ...... .... .. .... .. .
. .J-16 gr.

Dose: One pill after each meal.
One hundred Pill Ancemic ( Pink ) mai led to any address on
receipt of $ t .00. Send postal note, draft, or express moneyorder.

The Mercer Chemical

STANDARD PH A RMACEUTI CAL PREP A RATI ONS,

OMAHA. NEB .

I

t_____________

MORRISON

Surgical Pads.
T

HESE CUSHIONS are especially adapted for use on the operating table
or Physicians office chair.
They are made of the best tan rubber,
and are provided with an inflatable air cushion four inches wide at the upper end, and
on the sides.
These cushions possess 1/Ulll)' arf7,antagu
over any other Surgical Cushion on the
market -FIRST, a VtiJ' importalll une, that
the Cushion is made in such a manner
-tlzat it lzas 110 space or rrnlia bdwun tlze
cus/u(m and flu pad- and when not inflated
the whole pad is perfectly flat and smooth,
msily steriliztd and lhort~ugllly rltanud.
The S1 (·o:-;u advantage is-that the Cushion being made in the manner as described above-ran />e used on bollt szdts-which will be a great
saving to Doctors who have to use many of them.
PRICES:
20 in. by 44- in ..................... each
24 in. by 4-t in... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

~!'i. ;;o
G. 50

norrison Obstetrical Apron.
3a in. long and 31 in. long, price each .... $7.00

The Aloe

~

Penfold Co.

IMPORTERS AND JOBB E RS OF

Surgical Instruments. Physicians' Supplies, Drugs,
Chemicals, Medical Books, Optical and
Photographic Goods.
1408 Farna m S t r eet.
Opposite Paxton Hotel.

OMflt-lfl, NEB.

